Abstract
Introduction
As the requirements for an object-oriented application evolve, so do the applications themselves. For example, an application or even a programming language may need to be enhanced with new functionalities or new linguistic features. Consequently, the set of Java classes that define the application or the set of classes that define a compiler may need to be adequately adapted for such changes [10] .
Subclassing is the principle object-oriented programming language feature that provides code adaptation. Patterns may provide an alternative solution, but we are interested in a direct linguistic primitive. Subclassing allows for the derivation of new classes from existing ones through extension and method overriding. A subclass can inherit variables and methods from a parent class, can extend the parent class with newly declared variables and methods, and can override inherited methods with newly declared ones [10] .
When a class that needs to be updated belongs to a collection of classes but is independent from all other classes in the collection, the functionality of that class can be easily updated through subclassing and method overriding. Subclassing is a straightforward code adaptation mechanism in the case of independent classes [10] .
However, when working with dependent classes, subclassing may utilize outdated and unintended parent classes, a phenomenon that has been termed the subclassing anomaly. Hence, there is a serious concern because the benefits of inheritance are immediately lost in the presence of the subclassing anomaly [10] .
Class overriding is a linguistic mechanism to overcome the subclassing anomaly. When new classes are created via subclassing, the correct parent class is overridden and new methods or variables can be introduced. Thus, the subclassing anomaly can be eliminated by using this technique.
Object Teams, an extension to Java, implements a limited version of class overriding and is a proposed method to overcome the subclassing anomaly. It is also an active project today, and is gaining popularity in the Java community. Additionally, Object Teams sums up a good representation of many efforts to enhance Java's code adaptation capabilities with linguistic techniques.
For our evaluation, we use Object Teams version 0.6.1c, which was the latest available release at the time of testing. Our tests were performed during late 2004. Unless otherwise noted, we will indicate Object Teams version 0.6.1c as simply Object Teams.
In this paper, our goal is to evaluate how well Object Teams provides a solution to the subclassing anomaly. We perform this by implementing a complex, real world case study instead of trivial sample code. In section 2, we discuss the subclassing anomaly in more depth and relate it to Object Teams. We present our case study and the evaluation results in section 3. Lastly, in section 4, we conclude our findings, provide future work, and indicate some related works.
Subclassing with Object Teams
Applications can be compiled with classes that are either polymorphic or monomorphic references [9] . The subclassing anomaly is limited to occur in monomorphic references. There are three distinct contexts, which include constructor invocations, subclass definitions, and static member accesses. Because the monomorphic reference often points to an old class, new applications must be recompiled to point to an enhanced subclass, which, in turn, may refer to an original parent class. Figure 1 depicts this concept.
There are several options when attempting to overcome the subclassing anomaly. A programmer could reimplement the exact same source code in the new project, if the source is available. This creates obvious code bloating and wastes development time. Alternatively, a project specific fix could be created through the use of additional base classes, interfaces, and message forwarding. However, this option requires some knowledge of how future updates would be implemented, and is often self-defeating. Alternatively, a project could be designed with Object Teams.
Object Teams is an extension of Java [2] with a few new linguistic mechanisms, a new compiler, and an optional new class loader (JMangler). This extension provides much more flexibility without the need to learn a new language because Object Teams is so similar to Java. The new team object extension allows for adaptation and refinement without the expense of a new language syntax. Additionally, the compiled class files are native to the JVM, so users need not install a new runtime environment.
In fact, programmers could swap out the Java compiler with the Object Teams compiler. Everything that can be done with the Java compiler can be done in the Object Teams compiler. However, there are three main notable components of the Object Teams language. The first is family polymorphism [2] , which redefines the way in which Java handles inheritance. Collections of classes are represented as teams with inner classes. With regard to the subclassing anomaly, some previously problematic inner classes are created as new virtual classes via implicit inheritance. It is this change that allows the subclassing anomaly to be fixed. Object Teams also makes use of translation polymorphism [2] , which addresses inheritance with different containment objects. Lastly, many aspectoriented features are available in Object Teams, such as the ability to remap method parameters and change return types. Such capabilities are not of interest to our goals with the subclassing anomaly.
In Figure 2 , an example of a subclass definition version of the anomaly is shown. An outer class Collection contains inner classes BaseClass and SubClass. However, a programmer decides to evolve the original functionality, and wants to change the method within BaseClass. In standard Java, the new method is only called when line 22 is executed, not again at line 23. Instead, the original non-overriden method is called. This result is likely to be opposite of the desire of the programmer. Fig. 2 . A subclass definition: The Object Teams code is very similar to the Java equivalent. For EvolvedCollection, the first output is "EvolvedCollection.BaseClass.method()" and the second statement correctly outputs the same updated message; although, the Java equivalent would produce the old message. Hence, the subclassing anomaly is indicated and implicitly overcome.
In order to fix this problem while using Object Teams, no additional design strategies are needed. Users can simply develop code as is normally done in Java. The cure is handled implicitly by the Object Teams compiler, specifically by creating virtual classes where they are needed. Minor syntactic changes, such as the keyword team denote slight differences with Object Teams code; but, there are no great differences with Java equivalent code. What is different is the presence of the anomaly in the standard Java code and the absence of the anomaly in the Object Teams code.
Case Study
The context of the subclassing anomaly is not likely to occur in every updated Java design. However, when software evolution and code reuse are motivations of programmers, problems may quickly be realized. When evolving projects with a simple GUI or theme enhancement, subclassing could be used to change what colors methods paint to a display. More complicated projects may not be linear, and several classes may need to be updated in part so that they are compatible with other original classes. As applications evolve, so do languages and hence compilers.
Our real world test is a case study of an evolving compiler. Because a compiler exhibits a complex dependency relationship between an AST, parser, analyzer, and code generator, it is a very suitable choice to test Object Teams' capabilities. Further, it has been well studied and understood by many. We have implemented the Triangle (educational/testing) language compiler [12] and runtime environment in Object Teams. We can successfully compile the Java equivalent code, but our goal is to evolve the language in some fashion, such as by adding new data types or capabilities. After performing these updates, we find several obstacles that prevent the subclassing anomaly from being solved. 
Object Teams and the subclassing anomaly
Unlike the above simple example where Object Teams worked well, Object Teams has several weaknesses when applied to realistic usages. When typecasting or using the instanceof operator in Object Teams, users will quickly find such features to be unsupported. Additionally, a real world project will have complex relationships, and Object Teams fails to always determine a project level dependency analysis. As an alternative to inner classes, users may wish to use packages. However, in some cases with packages, name clashes may cause errors within the Object Teams compiler. Further, extended subclasses may be limited in usage context, as not every situation has been tested by the Object Teams Developers. Typecasting and instanceof. Attempting to typecast or use instanceof with inner classes will produce obvious problems. In the Triangle compiler code, a Contextual Analyzer implements a visitor pattern and visits the parsed abstract syntax tree. The Contextual Analyzer has a class Checker, which determines the types of expressions, among other things. Figure 3 indicates how typecasting and the instanceof keyword might be used. An expression in the AST may be visited and then returned, so it can be typecast to determine the type of the expression, such as int, char, etc. Since TypeDenoter is an inner class of AST, we can typecast with the form my-AST.TypeDenoter. However, in Object Teams, there is no support to typecast with inner classes. Similarly, using the instanceof operator is not supported. These features are simply issues that have not been fully developed in Object Teams. For small projects, it is possible to simply abandon inner classes and use outer team classes to typecast. However, this modification dismisses the notion of encapsulation and also produces even larger problems in large projects, including the Triangle compiler. Unfortunately, this means that the subclassing anomaly must be solved with other methods, if possible.
Project level dependency analysis. The Object Teams compiler does not support a project wide dependency analysis on all classes. The consequences of this issue can be indicated in sample code. Figure 4 shows a simple example of how instances of an object, team AST, may be used between different outer team classes. In our objectoriented compiler case study, methods do the work of returning objects and assigning them to appropriate locations. However, Object Teams requires that if a role (inner class) is to be used outside of its immediate team class, then the role that it is being assigned to must not only have the same team type, but also must be the same team instance. Further, the team object (instance of team class) that it is part of must be denoted as final. Type safety could not be guaranteed otherwise, especially if a user changes the type of the team. In order for the compiler to know that each myAST is of the same instance of AST, it must determine the dependency requirements of the whole project. Such a feature is not yet supported in Object Teams, which makes performing such assignments difficult. A programmer can compile dependent projects knowing which classes to compile in successive order. But, when projects have multiple instances of the same object being referenced from several classes, Object Teams fails to understand that each object is really the same instance, despite help from the programmer. A full project dependency analysis is imperative for this use, something that IBM's Jikes compiler [3] supports so that classes can be built autonomously. Without this feature in Object Teams, the only option to fix this issue is to model more inner classes as outer team classes. This workaround creates the same problems mentioned above and is not suitable for large scale projects. Packages. As alternatives to inner classes, packages may be used to create a program hierarchy. Each package is represented by a team class and each inner class is defined by a separate file. Using this approach, we can successfully compile the Triangle language in an appropriate package design. However, when we attempt to evolve this package to, say an EvolvedTriangle package, we notice some problems. Under some circumstances of the constructor invocation version of the subclassing anomaly, there are compile time errors. These issues refer to name clashes, stack overflow errors, and internal bugs under Object Teams. However, the same source code, converted to the Java equivalent form, does compile without problems on the regular Java compiler. Unfortunately, executing such Java code quickly proves that the subclassing anomaly is an inherent problem. Hence, there is a small gap of what can be ported from Java to Object Teams.
Usage context. In our case study, we found a class that used throwable objects to catch exceptions. The Triangle compiler has a Parser class, which reads the input source files and determines if the format is correct. Figure 5 shows a simplified version of the Parser class. If we want to override the parseDeclaration() method, necessary if we need to add a new type of declaration to the Triangle language, we can do so by the approach followed in ExtendedSyntacticAnalyzer. However, the Object Teams compiler does not correctly determine the correct context of SyntaxError. Another bug or lack of design implementation prevents this ability to be used in Object Teams. Although it is possible to compile the original collection, any attempt to override it will produce this error, which prevents us from further testing of the subclassing anomaly under Object Teams. If the equivalent code is tested in regular Java, there are no problems with compilation or usage. This issue further hinders our attempts to evolve software.
Using only Object Teams, it is possible to convert all of the Triangle Java source code files to team classes. However, inner classes cannot be used often in our case study, because of the described problems. Therefore, outer team classes may be used as replacements. If a programmer knows all of the limitations and necessary adjustments for Object Teams, it is not a massive task to move original Java code to Object Teams code. However, our real goal is to add extensibility to the Triangle compiler, which requires a new collection or package to be created. Otherwise, we have just remodeled an old piece of software without making any changes. We at least need to make a base to allow for easy future updates. Since there is no method to allow for such evolution, either through inner classes or packages, it is not currently possible to overcome the subclassing anomaly in a real world complex project. Not enough of the compiler has been thoroughly tested or developed, otherwise it ought to be possible to overcome the anomaly on a large scale. As projects grow large, it can be expected that run time will grow. About eleven percent more runtime is required with Object Teams than for Java equivalent code. The number of classes and hence number of files also increases. The only bound on extra file size would be restricted to just over twice the bytes of the original project, since the worst case is overriding all existing code and adding the Object Teams core code. Overridden classes are achieved by adding virtual classes via implicit inheritance. Thus, original source is virtually copied to new extensions, creating larger class files. The amount of time it takes to compile projects using the Object Teams compiler is not of great concern, since programmers can accept extra time once here, not every time a user invokes an overridden class. Our indications report that the extra time required with Object Teams scales with the size of the project; in our real world example, just more than twice the amount of time is necessary. As long as the run time performance is similar with both techniques, the compilation time can be neglected. The most important performance issues indicate that Object Teams is currently a sound choice for the anomaly, unlike reflection, which requires significantly more run time. If Object Teams will be fixed with solutions to the above problems, these performance tests must be reiterated to determine if greater functionality arrives at performance costs.
Performance evaluation

Conclusion
We have indicated the context of the subclassing anomaly and the problems faced when attempting to implement a solution to a complex example. Although Object Teams successfully overcomes the subclassing anomaly in small scale, simple examples, it fails on real world cases. Missing essential features, such as typecasting and instanceof, provide insight to the downfall of Object Teams. A project level dependency analysis that fails and package behavior that is unexpected confirm that not all features are supported in Object Teams. As certain usages produce errors, it is clear that there needs to be additional tests performed on Object Teams by the developers. Our implementations may not have pointed out every issue, as we are only reporting on what is relevant to the subclassing anomaly. However, at the least, we hope that we have assisted the Object Teams developers by pinpointing some ambiguous areas.
It should be noted that the current version of Object Teams, version 0.6.1c at the time of this writing, is not said to be a final release, but a work in progress. Object Teams developers seek to release a new version, which perhaps will address some of these problems. At such a time, the problems detailed in this paper should be reattempted. If the issues can be corrected without additional performance penalties or additional drawbacks, Object Teams stands to be a possible choice for overcoming the subclassing anomaly. However, until such a time when there is a near perfect solution, we remain without a technique to overcome all versions of the subclassing anomaly on any scale.
There are several other techniques that attempt to overcome the subclassing anomaly. Keris [13] is essentially a flavor of Java, and is strikingly similar to Object Teams, but at the least does not support implicit inheritance or class overriding. MultiJava [1] allows for open classes, but may be difficult to implement and lacks community support for such software. Extendibility is addressed in the generic visitor pattern [8] , but any results here are affected by the runtime degradation because of the usage of reflection. OpenJava [11] again produces results with reflection, and also is influenced by the runtime loss; it, too, is inadequately supported. The most exciting recent addition is Jx, which attempts to do almost exactly what Object Teams does [6] . The developers have also followed a testing phase that includes nearly an identical plan with the evaluation presented in this paper. Unfortunately, the problems with Jx are often exactly the same as with Object Teams, and Jx is currently not available for public use. None of the available frameworks are the perfect solution because of the difficulty in applying them, the amount of time needed to implement evolved software, the unsupported features, or various other reasons. At first glance, Object Teams appears to excel all of these other alternatives, but it is now apparent that it is not perfect for significant projects. If Object Teams did perform as claimed, it would clearly be a suitable choice for the anomaly and for programmers because of its ease of use, nearly identical syntax as Java, small performance penalties, and compatibility with the existing JVM's. Thus, the overall efficiency of Object Teams far exceeds any other option.
